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Abstract
A graph is called equistable when there is a non-negative weight function on its vertices such
that a set S of vertices has total weight 1 if and only if S is maximal stable. We show that
a chordal graph is equistable if and only if every two adjacent non-simplicial vertices have a
common simplicial neighbor.
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1. Introduction
The equistable graphs were introduced by Payan [6] and further studied by Mahadev
et al. [4]. They are also discussed in [3]. They appear as a generalization of threshold
graphs. A graph is called threshold if there is a non-negative weight function on its
vertices such that each stable (independent) set of vertices has total weight at most
1, and each non-stable set of vertices has a total weight exceeding 1. It follows from
the results of Orlin [5] that the weight function can then be chosen as strictly positive
and such that all maximal stable sets have a total weight of exactly 1 (and so the
non-maximal stable sets have a total weight smaller than 1, and the non-stable set have
a total weight larger than 1). The book [3] discusses threshold graphs extensively.
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Denition 1. A graph G=(V; E) is equistable if there is a non-negative weight function
w on V such that a set S ⊆ V satisEes w(S) ≡ ∑v∈S w(v) = 1 if and only if S is
maximal stable.
Thus if S is a non-maximal stable set then w(S)¡ 1, and if S is a non-stable set
then w(S)¿ 1 or w(S)¡ 1.
The problem of recognizing equistable graphs in polynomial time is still open. As
pointed out by Zverovich [8], there is an exponential-time algorithm to recognize an
equistable graph as follows: Using linear programming, check whether the polytope
deEned by w¿ 0 and w(S) = 1 for all maximal stable sets S is empty, and whether
it is contained in any of the hyperplanes w(T ) = 1 for the non-empty sets T that are
not maximal stable. The graph in question is equistable if and only if the answers to
all these questions are negative (for the “if” part, use volume considerations, as in [4]
or [3]). As for polynomial-time recognition, we do not even know that recognizing
an equistable graph is in NP. Nevertheless, many results are known about equistable
graphs.
Denition 2 (Mahadev et al. [4]). A graph G=(V; E) is strongly equistable if for each
set ∅ = T ⊆ V such that T is not maximal stable, and for each constant c6 1, there
is a non-negative weight function w on V such that w(S) = 1 for each maximal stable
set S, and w(T ) = c.
Theorem 3 (Mahadev et al. [4]). The strongly equistable graphs are equistable.
Conjecture 4 (Mahadev et al. [4]). The equistable graphs are strongly equistable.
Mahadev et al. veriEed Conjecture 4 for a class of graphs containing all perfect
graphs. In addition they showed that the strongly equistable graphs are closed under
disjoint unions and joins, and therefore the cographs (the graphs without induced P4,
the path on 4 vertices) are strongly equistable. They also gave a necessary condition
for equistability and a suIcient condition for strong equistability as follows.
Theorem 5 (Mahadev et al. [4]). Each equistable graph satis7es the following condi-
tion:
For each induced P4 on the vertices a; b; c; d; each maximal stable
set S containing the end-vertices a and d has a common neighbor of
the middle vertices b and c:
(1)
Theorem 6 (Mahadev et al. [4]). Let G be a graph satisfying the following condition:
G has a maximal stable set S such that two vertices outside S are
adjacent if and only if they have a common neighbor in S:
(2)
Then G is strongly equistable.
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We shall have occasion to use a condition equivalent to (2). Recall that a vertex is
called simplicial if its neighbors form a clique. A simplicial clique is a clique induced
by a simplicial vertex and all its neighbors.
Theorem 7 (Mahadev et al. [4]). A graph G satis7es (2) if an only if each edge of
G belongs to a simplicial clique; or equivalently if and only if every two adjacent
non-simplicial vertices have a common simplicial neighbor in G.
We remark that condition (2) is not necessary for strong equistability, as can be
seen from the cycle C4, which does not satisfy (2), yet is strongly equistable by being
a cograph.
Using Theorems 5 and 6, Mahadev et al. [4] were able to characterize equistability
and strong equistability and to verify Conjecture 4 for various families of graphs,
including among others split graphs (graphs whose vertices can be partitioned into
a clique and a stable set), block graphs (graphs whose 2-connected components are
cliques), and outer-planar graphs (graphs that can be embedded in the plane with all
vertices on the boundary of the inEnite region). In particular, they proved the following:
Theorem 8 (Mahadev et al. [4]). Let G be a split graph, or a block graph, or an
outer-planar graph that does not have a connected component isomorphic to C4.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is equistable;
(2) G is strongly equistable;
(3) every two adjacent non-simplicial vertices have a common simplicial neighbor
in G.
In an unpublished paper, Peled and Rotics [7] proved Theorem 8 for k-trees; Korach
and Peled [2] proved it for chordal series–parallel graphs and an appropriate version
for all series–parallel graphs. In this paper we extend it from split graphs, block graphs,
k-trees, and chordal series–parallel graphs to all chordal graphs. This not only veriEes
Conjecture 4 for chordal graphs (independently of their perfectness), but also gives a
polynomial-time recognition algorithm of equistability for chordal graphs.
2. Results
We denote the set of neighbors of a vertex v by N (v) and its closed neighborhood by
N [v]={v}∪N (v). If w ∈ N [v], we say that w misses v. As is well-known [1], a graph
G is chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination ordering, which means that its
vertices can be labeled as 1; 2; : : : ; n in such a way that each vertex i is a simplicial
vertex in the subgraph Gi induced by 1; 2; : : : ; i in G (for convenience, our perfect
elimination order is the reverse of the one used in [1]). Given a perfect elimination
ordering, we say that i is generated on each vertex j of Gi adjacent to i, denote this
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by i → j, and use a similar notation in diagrams. Thus if i → j and i → k, then j and
k must be neighbors in G. In addition, two vertices are neighbors in G if and only
if one of them is generated on the other. We also say that one vertex is larger than
another when their labels satisfy the same property.
It is also well-known [1] that a graph G is chordal if and only if the procedure of
lexicographic breadth-Erst search on G, starting on an arbitrary vertex, yields a perfect
elimination ordering for G. It follows that if bc is any edge of a chordal graph G,
then G has a perfect elimination ordering starting with b and c, continuing with all the
vertices in N (b) ∩ N (c), and Enishing with all the other vertices of G.
We are now ready to prove a necessary condition for a chordal graph to be equistable.
Theorem 9. Let G be a chordal graph satisfying (1). Then the following holds:
For each induced P4 on the vertices a; b; c; d; G has a vertex t
satisfying N [t] ⊆ N [b] ∩ N [c] (in particular; t = a; b; c; d):
(3)
Proof. Assume the opposite: for every vertex t ∈N [b]∩N [c] there is a vertex r ∈N (t)
such that r ∈ N [b] ∩ N [c]. This assumption holds trivially for t = b; c, and therefore
we concentrate on the set
T = N (b) ∩ N (c):
We assert that there exists a stable set S∗ disjoint from T and containing {a; d} such
that every vertex of T has a neighbor in S∗. This assertion results in a contradiction,
because S∗ can be extended to a maximal stable set S, which then contains a and d
and yet is disjoint from T , contradicting (1). It remains then to prove the assertion.
As has been pointed out, G has a perfect elimination ordering beginning with b and
c and continuing with the vertices of T before any other vertices. We Ex this perfect
elimination ordering. Thus a → b, d → c, and each vertex of T is generated on b
and c.
By our assumption, every vertex t ∈T has a neighbor r ∈ N [b] ∩ N [c] = T ∪ {b; c}.
We say that r covers t. Therefore there exists a set R disjoint from T ∪ {a; b; c; d},
such that each vertex of T is covered by some vertex of R∪ {a; d}. Choose R to be a
minimal set satisfying this condition; thus for each r ∈R there is a t ∈T that is covered
by r but not by any vertex of (R \ {r}) ∪ {a; d}. We express this by saying that r is
needed to cover t. Note that if r ∈R covers t ∈T , then r → t and not vice versa by
the property of our perfect elimination ordering.
We show that R is a stable set as follows: If not, then there are vertices r′; r′′ ∈R
that are neighbors, and we may assume without loss of generality that r′′ → r′. In
addition, r′′ is generated on all the vertices of T that it covers. Therefore r′ covers all
the vertices of T covered by r′′, so r′′ is not needed to cover any of them, contradicting
the minimality of R.
If the set R ∪ {a; d} is stable, it can be taken as the set S∗ of the assertion and we
are done. Therefore, we assume the opposite and show how to change R to achieve
this condition. So there exists a vertex r ∈R adjacent to a or d, say to d without loss
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Fig. 1. Adjacency and precedence relations between d and r; c.
a b c d
r
Fig. 2. Adjacency relations between r and b; c.
a b c d
t r
Fig. 3. Adjacency relations between t and r; b; c; d.
of generality. Then d → r, for if r → d, then d covers all the vertices of T that are
covered by r, contrary to the minimality of R (see Fig. 1). Since d is generated on
r and c, r is adjacent to c, and since r ∈ T , it follows that r is not adjacent to b
(see Fig. 2).
We need to remove r from R, so we examine the set
Tr = {t ∈T : r is needed to cover t}:
Let t ∈Tr . Then t is not adjacent to d, for otherwise r is not needed to cover t (see
Fig. 3).
Therefore we have an induced P4 on the vertices b; t; r; d. By (1), there exists a
vertex rt , adjacent to t and r, but not to b and d. Thus rt ∈ T ∪ {a; b; c; d}. By the
property of our perfect elimination ordering, we have rt → t and not vice versa (see
Fig. 4).
The vertex rt is not adjacent to a, for if rt → a, then from rt → t it would follow
that a is adjacent to t, so r would not be needed to cover t; and if a→ rt , then since
a→ b, rt would be adjacent to b, a contradiction. So unlike r, rt misses both a and d.
Let
Rr = {rt : t ∈Tr} and R′ = (R \ {r}) ∪ Rr:
Thus R′ is disjoint from T ∪ {a; b; c; d}. Since the vertices of Rr cover all the vertices
of Tr and the vertices of R∪{a; d}\{r} cover all the vertices of T \Tr , it follows that
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Fig. 4. Adjacency and precedence relations between rt and t; r; b; d.
the vertices of R′ ∪ {a; d} cover all the vertices of T . We choose R′′ to be a minimal
subset of R′ with this property. Then R′′ enjoys the same properties that R did, namely
it is disjoint from T ∪ {a; b; c; d} and it is a minimal set such that R′′ ∪ {a; d} covers
T . In addition, R′′ has more vertices missing both a and d than R has. Therefore we
can argue about R′′ in the same way as we did about R, until eventually we obtain a
set R∗ with the same properties as R and in addition R∗ ∪ {a; d} is stable. Now the
set S∗ = R∗ ∪ {a; d} satisEes the assertion.
Below we show that the necessary condition (3) implies another condition (5), which
in turn implies (2). In other words, we show that each of these three condition is
necessary and suIcient for a chordal graph to be equistable.
Theorem 10. Let G be a chordal graph satisfying (3). Then the following holds:
For each induced P4 on the vertices a; b; c; d; the set N (b) ∩ N (c)
contains a simplicial vertex of G:
(4)
Proof. We assume that (4) fails, so G has an induced P4 on the vertices a; b; c; d such
that the set N (b) ∩ N (c) does not contain a simplicial vertex of G. By (3), G has
a vertex t such that N [t] ⊆ N [b] ∩ N [c]. We consider some Exed perfect elimination
ordering of the vertices of G and we use the notation introduced at the beginning of
Section 2.
Since t is not simplicial by assumption, N (t) contains two non-adjacent vertices k
and l. Then k = a since k ∈N [c] and a ∈ N [c]. Also k = b since k ∈ N [l] and
b∈N [l]. By the symmetry we have k; l = a; b; c; d and k; l∈N (b) ∩ N (c).
We may assume without loss of generality that k ¡ l, i.e., l occurs after k in the
perfect elimination ordering of the vertices of G. Furthermore, we choose l to be the
last neighbor of t that misses k. Since l∈N (b)∩N (c), it follows from our assumption
that l is a non-simplicial vertex, so there exists a vertex m that is generated on l. Since
m → l¿k and l misses k, m must also miss k, so m = t and by the choice of l, m
misses t.
We have obtained an induced P4 on m; l; t; k. By (3) G has a vertex p such that
N [p] ⊆ N [t] ∩ N [l]. Since p misses k and b; c do not, we have p = b; c, and since
p∈N (t), we have p∈N (b) ∩ N (c). It follows from our assumption that p is not
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Fig. 5. Illustrating the proof of Theorem 10.
simplicial, so p has two non-adjacent neighbors x; y, which satisfy x; y = m; l; t; k and
x; y∈N (l) ∩ N (t) by the previous argument (see Fig. 5).
Since x; y are non-adjacent neighbors of l, one of them must be generated on l,
say x → l. Since x∈N (t) and x¿ l, it follows from the choice of l that x must be
adjacent to k. From x¿ l¿k it follows that x → k. Now x → k and x → l imply
that k is adjacent to l, a contradiction.
We can now simplify the condition to avoid mentioning P4.
Theorem 11. Let G be a chordal graph satisfying (4). Then the following holds:
Every two adjacent non-simplicial vertices have a common simpli-
cial neighbor in G:
(5)
Proof. Let b and c be adjacent non-simplicial vertices.
If the closed neighborhoods N [b] and N [c] are not comparable, then b has a neighbor
a that misses c and c has a neighbor d that misses b. The four vertices a; b; c; d do not
induce a C4 by chordality, and therefore they induce a P4. Then by (4), N (b) ∩ N (c)
contains a simplicial vertex, as required.
Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that N [b] ⊆ N [c]. Since b is
non-simplicial, it has two non-adjacent neighbors k and l. Since N [b] ⊆ N [c], c is
distinct from k and l and is adjacent to both of them. If k or l is simplicial, we are
done, so we assume the opposite.
Again we consider some Exed perfect elimination ordering of the vertices of G, and
we may assume without loss of generality that k ¡ l. Furthermore, we choose l to
be the last neighbor of b that misses k. Since l is not simplicial, some vertex m is
generated on l. Since m → l¿k and l misses k, it follows that m misses k as well.
By the choice of l it follows that m misses b (see Fig. 6).
We have obtained an induced P4 on m; l; b; k. By (4), the set N (l) ∩ N (b) contains
a simplicial vertex x, which is distinct from c, since c is non-simplicial. From N [b] ⊆
N [c], it follows that x is adjacent to c, as required.






Fig. 6. Adjacency and precedence relations between m and b; k; l.
We summarize the results in the following theorem:
Theorem 12. Let G be a chordal graph. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is equistable;
(2) G is strongly equistable;
(3) every two adjacent non-simplicial vertices have a common simplicial neighbor
in G.
Proof. Condition 2 implies condition 1 by Theorem 3. Condition 1 implies condition 3
by Theorems 5 and 9, 10 and 11. Condition 3 implies (2) by Theorem 7, and condition
2 follows by Theorem 6.
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